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DISCLAIMER 
 

Cygnus is a quarterly publication and is produced 
by and for members of the Norwich Astronomical 

Society. 
 

Opinions expressed in Cygnus are those of the  
contributors and do not necessarily reflect those 

of the  Society 
 

COVER 

The image of Rupes Recta (Straight Wall) 
was made by Mark Turner. 

EDITORIAL 

  

 
This issue of Cygnus is a little later coming out than I had planned, the reason being that I 
was north of the border, acting as a mobile buffet for the midges and walking the West 
Highland Way, at the time I had originally planned to work on Cygnus.   
 
Fortunately the regular contributors to Cygnus are an obliging bunch and responded to my 
plea that they try and get their articles to me well before the deadline.  Thanks to them I 
was able to get most of your magazine done before lacing up my boots and striding forth.  
Many thanks folks, your efforts were really appreciated.   
 
Returning from my walk it was off to Kelling for the autumn Star Party and then, finally, 
back to ‘double, double etoile and trouble’, as the bard so very nearly described how I re-
gard working on Cygnus (members with a smattering of French might explain that excruciat-
ing pun to those who are not so linguistically blessed). 
 
I hope you think the wait for Cygnus has been worthwhile.  You will find both Dale Holt and 
Paul Webb have concentrated on Pegasus in their articles, whereas Sue Napper takes us to 
Cassiopeia, where you will find her smiling at the Owl Cluster. 
 
Just when you thought it was safe to open Cygnus that man Brocklehurst  (he of the home-
built observatory) is back!  Turn to page 14 to see what he has to say about  early astrono-
mers and cosmologists (let me know if, like me, you think the picture of Aristarchus looks 
like Catweazle!). 
 
My Moonwatchers piece is about the Mare Nectaris.  I am looking forward to the  
autumn and winter when lady Luna will be riding higher in our skies, making it easier to con-
tinue exploring and learning about the many features one can see there.  May the skies be 
clear for all of us! 
 
Graham (a.k.a. Spadge) 
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EDITORIAL 

  
 
 

 
 

The nights are drawing in, it is raining, the weather forecasts are talking of ex-tropical 
storms and there are Christmas things in the shops - it must be September!  Member-
ship was due for renewal on 1st September, so don’t delay, renew today!  If you have 
already, thank you, and if you are a new member, welcome. 
 
Publicity obviously drives visitors to the Society, so the more good publicity we generate 
the better. Recently there has been a bit more publicity in the local press for NAS but 
when we have such talented astrophotographers and knowledgeable members that is 
hardly surprising.  In addition we have been featured by Mark Thompson in episode 3 of 
his ‘Astronomy Show’ on Youtube, entitled ‘Your Society’, which is rather good.  You can 
search for the item, but I’ll post a link on the NAS Forum in due course.  Good feedback 
and word of mouth from visitors has to be the best form of publicity.  We have now had 
the first Public Open Night of the year and, despite being clouded out, a good talk by 
Mark Thompson was thoroughly enjoyed by all.  The first Group Visit and the first new-
style Members’ Talk of 2015/16 should have taken place by the time you read this and I 
hope the participants approved!  Feedback concerning volunteers for all events is always 
very positive - why not join a very valuable group of members by volunteering to help 
when you can? 
 
This year, and as we discussed at the AGM, I hope to replace the telescope in the Gene-
sis dome.  This may or may not involve a change of the optical tube but, in whatever 
form it takes, the replacement will require a significant cash injection.  I have a couple 
of irons in the fire with regard to funding, so hopefully we can afford a decent replace-
ment but I can’t even try to apply for time-limited funding until we know what we want 
to buy.  I have tried to garner views of the membership in the past with mixed results.  
It has been decided that the primary use of the telescope will be a visual one.  It should 
be an excellent optical instrument for members to use and easy for the public to look 
through.  In addition the OTA should be large (a light bucket) on a very solid mount to 
compliment and extend other instruments we own.  Whatever it is, the entire telescope 
assembly must be practical within the confines of the Genesis Dome unless a larger 
dome can also be financed.  If members have views they would like to air on this sub-
ject please do – either in person or via the Forum, I’m all ears. 
 
I have said it before, but it needs saying again for new members and members who 
have not been listening: NAS is much more than a simple group of astronomers.  Few 
astro societies can claim to own such excellent facilities and have such a diversity of 
membership.  We need to encourage and embrace that diversity without losing sight of 
our core purpose of astronomy.  
 
Here’s to a successful new season! 
 
AndyG 
 
 

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 
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MOONWATCHERS 

Mare Nectaris 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The Nectaris Basin is multi-ringed, like the younger Mare Orientale, but the heavy bombardment 
that the Moon underwent after the basin was formed has all but obliterated these concentric 
rings.  The Altai Scarp and the Montes Pyrenaeus (not shown in my drawing) are the most easi-
ly identified sections of rings.  Not so well defined is a curved ridge between the craters Colom-
bo and Santbech; I certainly didn’t spot it before it was drawn to my attention. The 3 to 4 km 
high Altai Scarp, which wriggles from the crater Piccolomini looks, under certain illumination, 
like an enormous stretch of toothpaste, squeezed out by some titan.  In his book The Modern 
Moon Charles Wood lists five rings, four of which the amateur observer might be able to trace.  
The innermost shows as wrinkle ridges in the magma that forms the 350 km diameter mare.  
The Clementine probe has sent back data indicating that the bottom of the basin lies some 6.5 
km below the lunar surface but the layer of magma that welled up, partially filling the basin is 
only 1.5 km thick. 
 
Wood describes the Nectaris basin as ‘one of the undervalued gems of the Moon”.  There are 
certainly many treasures awaiting the observer.  The 112 km wide Fracastorius was flooded by 
the rising magma as was the smaller Beaumont which lies to the north-west.  70 km north of 
Fracastorius is the 12 km diameter Rosse, which is clearly a younger crater formed when a  
meteoroid impacted  on the mare.   
 
A crater worth a closer look is the previously mentioned Piccolomini, 87 km across with a con-
vex floor, central peaks and terraced walls that rise to 4.5 km. 

I  made the drawing on the left on 
the 23rd March this year, when the 
Mare Nectaris was close to the termi-
nator on the 3-day old Moon.  The 
floor of the 100km diameter crater 
Theophilus, to the west of the mare, 
was completely in shadow and the 
lava-flooded Fracastorius could be 
seen, forming a horseshoe-shaped 
bay to the south. 
 
I vaguely remembered from my read-
ing about this area that the Nectaris 
basin, of which the Mare Nectaris is 
only a part, was very old indeed.  
Reaching for my reference books 
proved my memory was not at fault 
for once; this impact basin is 3.92 
million years old. 

o 

W 

 
N 
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One of my lunar favourites is the prominent chain of craters to the west of the mare.  I 
featured Theophilus, Cyrillus and Catharina in my article in the summer edition of Cygnus 
in 2011 and make no apology for mentioning them again.  All three are roughly 100 km in 
diameter and it is clear that they vary in age.  The heavily eroded Catharina is the oldest 
and is connected by a valley, formed by a chain of im-
pacts, to the newer Cyrillus with its terraced walls and  
three central peaks.  Cyrillus also shows signs of age, 
being eroded though not to the extent of its neighbour 
to the south. 
 
Theophilus is quite clearly the most recent crater of the 
three.  It encroaches on the northern rim of Cyrillus and 
is is one of the most spectacular craters on the nearside 
of the Moon.  Like the ray crater Tycho it has terraced 
walls, towering 1.2 km above the surrounding land, a 
flat floor and broad central peaks.  When close to the 
terminator it is an unforgettable sight, one that has of-
ten impressed visitors to Seething on public nights. 
 
Apollo 16 landed 300 km west of Theophilus in April 
1972.  The samples of lunar material gathered by astro-
nauts John Young and Charles Duke were a very mixed 
bag indeed, ejecta from  many impacts during the blitz-
krieg the area suffered between 3.9 and 3.8 million 
years ago. 
 
Graham Sparrow 
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SUE’S STELLAR SUGGESTIONS 

Cassiopeia 
 

Autumn gives us the chance to enjoy the night sky earlier in the even-
ing, while not yet having to pile on the layers to keep warm.  We can 
catch up on some summer favourites, but I would like to suggest look-
ing north. 
 
High above in  the north is the Queen of the Heavens, Cassiopeia, 
lounging on her ‘W’- shaped couch, with her daughter Andromeda  
below her to the east and the hero Perseus below to the west.  King  
Cepheus is in his house above.  So here are some mighty characters 
from the ancient myths which give their names to the constellations. 
 
As the Milky Way flows through Cassiopeia, simply scanning with binoc-
ulars reveals a vast myriad of stars.  This can be a little daunting when 
trying to find and observe certain objects, so I will start my tour with a 
bright open cluster, NGC 457, the Owl Cluster.  Even on poor nights the 
two bright ‘eyes’ are clearly seen, the outstretched wings and body 
show beautifully in good clear skies.  To find this start at ε, the extreme 

left hand star of the ‘W’, come to the next star along, δ, and then con-

tinue until your line makes a right angle with the middle star, γ, of the 

‘W’ above.  I always see this as a little man dancing a jig … it doesn’t 
fail to make me smile. 
 
There is a double star nearby: about two thirds of the way from γ to α 

you will see the star η Cassiopeiae, which becomes two stars in the tel-

escope.  It is interesting to note what colours you see. 
 
Now let’s imagine a line between the first and second stars.  Come close 
to the second star (δ) and here you should find one of Charles Messier’s 

objects.  This is M103, another open cluster, with the brighter stars in a 
triangular formation.  Although this is beautiful even in a small scope, 
larger scopes show many more fainter stars and also will show different 
colours. 
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NEW MEMBERS 

 

 
Messier lists another open cluster in Cassiopeia, M52.  This is at the 
north eastern end of Cass.  Taking a line through the two stars mak-
ing the right hand side of the ‘W’ (α and β Cassiopeiae), continue up 

on this line for the same distance and here you may see a fuzzy 
patch with the naked eye.  A scope shows a larger cluster, to my 
mind a bit like the Beehive in Cancer, with several pairs of stars and 
others making chains.  Very pretty.  At this side of Cass we have an-
other open cluster, but this one is much fainter, almost like a nebula 
in my refractor.  Come to the east from the uppermost of these last 
two stars (β), making a right-angle triangle.  With a low power you 

will see NGC 7789, a faint haze of stars filling the eyepiece and look-
ing just like its common name, the White Rose.  I love the contrast 
between this subtle cluster and all the other bright stars close by. 

There are many more deep sky objects here.  Using a sky chart, do 
see how many you can find.  This is a wonderful constellation to ex-
plore.  It is a good idea to sit at your telescope and make yourself as  
comfortable as possible.  Let’s hope for some clear skies. 
 
Sue Napper 

Cassiopeia M 52 

NGC 7789 

NGC 457 

M 103 

β 

γ 

α 

η δ 

ε 
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A Little Square Dancing, for You and Your Telescope. 
 
 

Autumn sees the return to prominence of the great square of Pegasus, often used to judge the 
quality and darkness of one’s sky by counting the stars that can be seen within.  Also within the 
square are many galaxies, and here I’m hoping to make some of them more familiar to you with 
the intention that you may wish to study them with your own telescopes. 

DALE’S DSOs 

Let us open with the first and second entries into 
the New General Catalogue; NGC 1 and 2, just 1.5° 
south of Alpheratz (α Andromedae), which marks 
the upper left of the great square.  NGC 1 is listed 
as being mag 12.9 with NGC 2 being considerably 
fainter at mag 14.2; however in reality the fainter 
NGC 2 is also the smaller, so its light is less diffuse 
and with them being so close together they initially 
tend to catch the eye as one.  This pair aren’t of 
particular note observationally, although my video 
enhanced observation does offer a hint of spiral 
structure in NGC 2 and also shows that the bright 
nucleus of NGC 1 is slightly off set from the centre.  
But apart from this they are relatively unremarka-
ble apart from their opening the much used NGC 
catalogue owing to their lowest RA in the original 
NGC.  

NGC 1 and 2 

Our next target within the square is an at-
tractive and complex barred spiral, NGC 
7741, which is mag 11.3 and has dimen-
sions of 4.0’ x 2.7’, extending N-S.  If you 
divided the square of Peg into 4 imaginary 
equal squares so it rather resembles a slice 
of Battenberg cake, then this galaxy lies 
close to the RH edge of the top LH square.  
It is quite a diffuse galaxy, which exhibits 
numerous H111 regions in very large scopes 
and CCD images.  My video enhanced view 
merely hints at such gaseous excitation, but 
shows the delightful central bar and halo of 
the arms very nicely.  I hope that some 
members report back with tales of shape 
and detail. 
 

NGC 7741 
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Now for a real treat, NGC 7814 is a spectacular edge-on with a prominent dust lane; with a 
listed magnitude of 11 it is visible in small telescopes, but it will take large ones to enjoy 
the dust lane which my video camera shows so readily.  NGC 7814 is located just 2.0° from 
Algenib (γ Pegasi), the bottom left marker star of the square.  The galaxy has dimensions 
of 5.5’ x 2.6’ and is orientated NW-SE.  It really is worth getting up close to! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For those visual observers with large telescopes, or for CCD imagers, I’m going to leave you 
with quite a challenge, or rather 2 challenges.  The square of Peg is home to three of the 
faint Hickson groups of galaxies, HCG 93 and HCG 94 are two which are close together in 
the bottom right hand part of the square.  Hickson 93 is also listed as Arp 99 and should 
show at least some of the five members in large scopes of 20”+. 
  

NGC 7814 
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Until next time I wish you clear and 
steady skies,  
 

Dale. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

I’m always delighted by feedback, questions and shared observa-
tions at:   
 
Chippingdale.observatory@btinternet.com 
 

Hickson 94 

Hickson 93 

A couple of NGC galaxies are in the Hick-
son 93 group.  NGC 7550 is mag 12.6 
whilst NGC 7459 is a stunning spiral with 
a magnitude of 13.2 
 
HCG 94 is likely to be impossible visually 
to any members (there is a gauntlet 
thrown down to the two members with 
24” scopes!), but I’m hoping that a 
member or two may image this chain of 
very faint galaxies.  There are seven 
listed members all in the PGC catalogue, 
the brightest is mag 14, however its size 
is very small which will make it very 
tough visually.  The fainter members are 
17th and 18th mag, there are also quite a 
few even fainter non-members in the 
same field.  I have captured some down 
close to 20th mag in my sketch. So good 
luck with those! 
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KEVIN’S LES GOBARDS DIARY  

  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The answers to the cross-
word that I set in the last 
issue appear on the right, 
filled in by my own fair 

hand. 
 

Once again I  
apologise for the  

mysterious disappearance 
of the clue to 1 down 
which seems to have 

slipped into a  
typographical black hole. 

 
The clue was: ‘Che rules 
shakily in the spring’. 

 
Few people seem to have 
been bothered by the lack 
of the clue; at any rate I 
had no cross words from 

members. 

 

Shaun Reynolds, normally out 
among nebulae and galaxies, 

comes closer to home with this 
image of the 6-day old Moon. 
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Shades of ‘Planet of the Apes’!  Shaun Reynold’s image of NCG 2174, the Monkey Head 
Nebula. 

 
Mark Turner  

imaged Jupiter 
and its satellite 
Ganymede, the 
shadow of which 

can be seen  
transiting the 
Jovian disk. 
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Some members may experience a feeling of déjà vu when looking at this!  Dave Cook’s 
photo of the aurora borealis appeared on the cover of the summer 2013 edition Cygnus, 

but was of course in black and white.  I thought it well worth repeating in colour. 

 
Mars. 

Mark Turner’s image of 
the Red Planet shows 

some good detail.  Below 
the north polar cap we can 
identify the albedo feature 
known as Acidalia Planitia 
spreading south towards 
Erythraeum.  To the right 
of the ‘desert’ area Arabia 
and close to the limb is 

Syrtis Major. 
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Great Spirits vs. Mediocre Minds:  
A History of Astronomers  and Cosmologists in Their Long Struggle Against  

Irrationality, Dogma & Tyranny. (Part 1 ) 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Albert Einstein once said: “Great spirits have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre 
minds.” and Voltaire asserted, 'Those who can make you believe absurdities, can make you commit 
atrocities.'  This article is a tribute to the men and women within the fields of astronomy and cosmol-

ogy to whom we owe a debt of gratitude for dragging us out of the Dark Ages into an enlightened 
age where we can not only see deep into our universe, but understand it and learn valuable lessons 

about what actually makes it tick and why. 
 

These lessons have proved to be invaluable to our well being in countless ways but we rarely stop to 
think about the struggles of the people who brought these benefits to us from less enlightened times. 

There are far too many people who have come up against the 'powers that be' for me to mention 

here, so I've limited myself to a subject of astronomy and cosmology as it's something close to our 
hearts. The subject gives me more than enough material to talk about; so much in fact that I've had 

to split this article into two halves. This half examines the ancient world starting back in the mists of 
prehistory and finishing in smoke of 415 CE with the destruction of the Great Library of Alexandria. 

 

Stonehenge: a temple 
to the Sun 

In prehistoric times our ancestors worshiped the Sun, Moon and 

stars, a practice known as 'astrolatry'.  Today astronomers may frown 
upon such attitudes, but starting from zero in terms of understanding 

of the universe we can hardly blame early humans for imagining the 
skies to be inhabited by supernatural forces, etched out by strange 

pin pricks of light in the void above their heads. Monuments like 

Stonehenge are essentially Sun temples that ancient people used to 
measure the changing of the seasons.  The Sun, Moon and stars 

were mysterious, unreachable things which early humanity could only 
guess about, so unsurprisingly their imaginations ran wild.  Being so 

close to nature they relied heavily on favourable weather for their 
crops to flourish therefore, seeing as the sky impacted so viscerally 

upon the world below, considering the weather must have been of 

extraordinary importance to them.  It only made sense to consider 
the Sun, Moon and stars as part of a separate reality inhabited by 

gods, goddesses and spirits. 

Whether the beliefs systems held across the world originated from 

hallucinations and semi-rational influences, or whether tribal leaders 

 and self appointed holy men (probably not women!) simply invented what they claimed to know 

about, we can only guess.  In my opinion much of what was believed was probably the former and 
came out of what the philosopher Professor Daniel Dennett calls ‘the intentional stance’.  i.e. Unex-

plained phenomena perceived as intentional beings not entirely dissimilar to humans with similar de-
sires and intentionality.  Obviously these ancient people had ill formed understandings about reality, 

so we can forgive them for this.  Those beliefs may be laughable by today’s standards, however hind-

sight is a wonderful thing and to criticize early ‘natural philosophers’ (also known as ‘scientists’) is 
easy from a 21st century perspective.  Even scientists as recent as Sir Isaac Newton confused super-

naturalism in the form of astrology (pseudoscience) with naturalism (genuine science) which is what 
astronomy explores by hypotheses confirmed by experimental means to produce independently verifi-
able theories. Theories are as good as it ever gets in science.  i.e. whenever a falsifiable hypothesis is 
shown to consistently adhere to a proposed explanation it then becomes a theory rather than a ‘truth’ 

in, and of, itself just in case the idea turns out to have shortcomings.  For this simple reason science 
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cannot genuinely be accused of arrogance because 

it only address issues for which there is verifiable 
evidence and nothing else. 

It is interesting to note that religion grew from what 
was originally essentially an attempt at embryonic 

science i.e. a means to explain the universe, but by 

guesswork rather than verifiable means.  Gradually 
as real science developed, religion was forced to 

evolve into a metaphysical concept rather than as 
an explanation for observable physical phenomena.  

Right: 
 

A Palaeolithic tablet showing understand-
ings of the lunar cycles as an early calendar 

 

The Ancient World 
 

Anaxagoras (510 – 428) Greek  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anaxagoras was a natural philosopher (a term which covers both inferred philosophies as well as 
deduced sciences) and an astronomer who defined the meaning of life as ‘the investigation of the 
Sun, Moon and heavens’ - and who are we to argue with that?  He was born in Ionia and in the 

tradition of Ionians was a rationalist and eschewed supernaturalism in favour of empiricism.  He 

correctly proposed the Moon shone due to reflected light and yet this simple claim was at that time 
considered so dangerous his manuscript had to be circulated secretly so the authorities didn’t know 

about it.  This was because in Greece at that time the Moon, Sun and stars were not considered to 
be material things but embodiments of deities.  Anaxagoras also correctly explained the phenome-

na of eclipses from observing the Earth's shadow over the face of the Moon, which he also correctly 

claimed was closer to the Earth than the Sun. 

Anaxagoras Anaxagoras has a crater on the Moon 
named in his honour 
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Some of his theories slightly missed the mark .  For instance, he believed that the Sun was a hot stone 

or metal orb, but other details were correct: he said that stars were also suns but too far away for us 
to feel their heat.  He also believed that the Sun was larger than the Pelopennese Mountains, which at 

the time was considered a ludicrous idea.  He also came up with a hypothesis that matter contained 
minute constituents, and put an emphasis on mechanical processes in the formation of order, essen-

tially paving the way for atomic theory centuries before atoms were known to exist. 

Many of his works were held in the Agora: the Great Library in Alexandria, Egypt.  Some of his claims 
were considered blasphemous by the likes of Pericles and other statesmen, who criticised his state-

ments about the Sun and Moon being physical bodies rather than gods.  This landed him in prison for 
impiety (blasphemy) and in addition to this accusation a new law was passed condemning Anaxagoras 

and some of his friends for not practicing the state religion.  Fortunately he managed to escape from 
Athens because he had some friends in high places who could get him out of prison and he was exiled 

back to Ionia for his own safety.  Here he ended up founding his own school. The day he died was 

proclaimed an Ionian holiday in his honour and even today he has a crater on the Moon named after 
him in recognition of the fact that he was the first person, many centuries before the invention of the 

telescope, to assert it had mountains .This hypothesis proved to be absolutely correct too.  

 

Aristarchus (Greek astronomer and mathematician 310—230 BCE) 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aristarchus is a little known but very important figure within the  

astronomical sciences because, contrary to popular belief, he was 
the first person to propose the heliocentric model of our Solar Sys-

tem—something which most people attribute to Copernicus in 1543 
CE from his writings from which he redacted any mention of Aristar-

chus. 

 
The prevailing geocentric model of the Solar System which existed 

at that time claimed the Sun went around the Earth and later on the 
astronomer/astrologer Ptolemy formalised this erroneous idea in his 

writings and the belief was subsequently inherited by Judaic and 
Christian civilisations. 

 

We do not know very much about Aristarchus because his writings 
on the matter are now largely lost (I’ll explain why later).  Like many 

thinkers then and now, current understandings are adapted from 
older ones and Aristarchus inherited ideas from two predecessors: 

Philolaus (480–385 BCE), who described an astronomical system in 

which a Central Fire (not the Sun) occupied the centre of the  
Aristarchus 

universe, and a counter-Earth, the Earth, Moon, the Sun itself, planets, and stars all revolved 

around it, in that order outward from the centre.  Heraclides Pontcus (387–312 BCE) proposed 
that the Earth rotates on its axis. Aristarchus combined these two ideas into an accurate heliocentric 

model we use today by replacing the fictional ‘central fire’ with our Sun, and placing the rotating 
Earth into the picture. 

We do know that he deduced from the Earth’s shadow on the Moon during a lunar  eclipse that the 

Sun had to be very large and very far away. It may have been this understanding which prompted 
him to think the Sun was more important and therefore all the planets, including the Earth, revolved 

around this largest body.  From this understanding he also deduced that day and night were the 
result of the Earth’s rotation every 24 hours as it travelled around the Sun, something which Hera-

clides Pontcus hadn't realised. 
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The heliocentric view (left) and the geocentric view (right) of the universe. 

Through careful observation of planetary motion Aristarchus also managed to deduce the correct order 

of the known planets around the Sun.  He also concurred with Anaxagorus before him, that the stars 
were other suns and inferred they were at immense distances due to the lack of parallax, i.e. variation 

of position from different view points. (Try opening alternate eyes to reproduce this effect). 

At the time of voicing his opinions Aristarchus, like Anaxagoras before him, was also condemned for his 

impiety; however there is no record of whether he was ever punished in any more tangible way other 

than admonishment -which in itself was bad enough considering the upshot was his discoveries be-
came taboo and were lost for another 18 centuries  until Copernicus revived them. 

 

Hypatia of Alexandria was a 4th Century mathematician, philosopher 

and astronomer.  She taught in The Great Library of Alexandria in 
Egypt, where Pagans, Jews and Christians lived in a multicultural 

community. 

Admired by all Alexandria, Hypatia was one of the most politically 

powerful figures in the city.  She was one of the few women who 

attended civic assemblies and magistrates often visited her for ad-
vice.  She was an influential force for tolerance and moderation and 

accepted students, who came to her from any background with no 
regard to religion or nationality.  She was of Pagan origin but would 

more accurately be described philosophically as a Neo-Platonist as 
she believed in the Platonic values of logic rather than any particular 

faith based tradition.  Her father was an Athenian mathematician 

who wrote many mathematical volumes, which resided within the 
great Alexandrian Library with other works about Astronomy and 

philosophy that are now largely lost to the world. 
Hypatia. 
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The Great Library of Alexandria was more than just a run-of-the-mill library.  It was the library of the 

Ancient world, - a repository of all knowledge: science, philosophy, art, history - virtually everything.  
It also had 10 large research laboratories, dissecting rooms, a zoo, botanical gardens, fountains, col-

onnades and an astronomical observatory, and  the Library was the best in the world with works 
from all over the planet, perhaps as many as one million scrolls.  

The Great library at Alexandria. 

At the time Alexandria was the greatest city 

on Earth and because of it’s cosmopolitan 
character it drew visitors from all over the 

world to its harbours.  But then, as now, 
cultural differences created frictions be-

tween the three major faiths existing in 

that part of the world: Paganism, Judaism 
and Christianity, and the differences of reli-

gious opinion manifested as power strug-
gles which wrought terrible consequences 

on the people living there and Hypatia was 
just one of the many victims.  

 

As a Pagan she was seen as an undesirable 
figure by the growing Christian powers that 

be and her mathematical and astronomical 
formulae and charts were interpreted as a 

form of sorcery.   

The Coptic Christian bishop John of Nikiu decried her as Hellenistic Pagan:‘She was devoted at all 
times to magic, astrolabes [inclinometer] and instruments and she beguiled many people through her 
Satanic wiles.’  Being a woman didn’t help, because the Bible, in the 10th Commandment, explicitly 

categorized women as property, along with livestock, and to see a woman so respected within the 
Library as a teacher of natural philosophy, as well as having political influence within the city, en-

raged them.  Although she knew this state of affairs she still continued to teach, despite disapproval 

among the Christian leaders.  The Bishop of Alexandria particularly despised her and denounced her, 
citing Exodus 22:18. ‘Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live’. 

 
The Bible also decries the sacrifice to any deity but the Christian God, and as Pagans sacrificed  

animals to various gods and goddesses, this also gave the Christians scriptural permission found 
within  Exodus to ethnically cleanse the pagans, and in 415 CE this is exactly what happened. 

 

A mob of Bishop Cyril’s followers set upon Hypatia on her way to the library, dragged her from her 
chariot, tore off her clothes and skinned her alive, using specially sharpened sea shells.  Bishop Cyril, 

who had instigated her murder, was made a saint for his part in promoting Christianity, but Hypatia’s 
writings are lost because the conflict between the Christians, Pagans and Jews caused the library to 

be burnt to the ground, destroying the vast majority of the world’s knowledge contained within it—

somewhere in the region of 90% of all the world’s written works.  There were few libraries in the 
world at that time and nothing like the Great Library existed, because in those days there were no 

printing presses.  So many, if not most, of the world’s written records were gone in a flash.  Much of 
the aforementioned astronomers and philosophers works were destroyed, to say nothing of the huge 

number of works by other great thinkers, scientists and artists. 
 

To be continued…. 

 

Paul Brocklehurst 
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SKETCHPAD 

Two lunar sketches.  That on the left is by 
the editor and shows the crater Mersenius 

on the terminator. 
Above is Dale Holt’s drawing of Isodoris 
and Capella, which lie to the north of the 

Mare Nectaris 

PGC 69984. By Dale Holt. 
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Lunar crater Plato, drawn at two different stages of the lunation.  The sketch on 
the left was made on April 28th, the waxing Moon being 10 days old.  That on the 

right was done on May 1st, when the Moon was two days past full.  

Another of dale’s drawings.  This is of NGC 632. 
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A Saunter in Sagittarius. 

 
 
 
 

NGC 7331 and its Neighbours 
 
For this article I have chosen one remarkable galaxy that will keep you fascinated 
every time you revisit it.  
 
NGC 7331, aka Caldwell 30, was discovered by William Herschel in 1784.  Sometimes 
it is regarded as one that Messier missed, as it is quite large (6’x1.5’ in an 8” scope) 
and bright at mag 9.5v, with surface brightness of 13.3.  The first time I hunted this 
galaxy down was a few years ago with my 8” reflector, from my urban back garden.  
My log recorded on 13 September 2012: ‘Found NGC 7331, fairly apparent with direct 
vision.  Nice galaxy, will revisit.’  I have revisited it many times since.  Unknown to 
me at the time it is actually part of a group of galaxies comprising NGC 7335, 7336, 
7337 and 7340, known as ‘The Fleas’.  These are quite faint and to observe require 
12” of aperture on a good night at Seething.  However the main target is sufficiently 
bright to be observed in small scopes.  Back in August a small group of us observed it 
with a Televue 85, in which, with direct vision, it revealed itself as a small streak of 
grey.  A similar view was seen in my 4” achro that night at Seething. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For those of you that have larger scopes, or have been trained to use the club’s 
scopes, try the more challenging ‘fleas’.  I have been able to see two of them with my 
12” from Seething, but persistence brings it’s reward.  Good transparent skies are 
needed if you want to see them all.  For those with larger scopes of 18” or more, 
these should be quite apparent most nights when Pegasus is fairly high in the sky. 
 

WEBB’S WONDERS 
 

NGC 7331, drawn by Dale Holt. 
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But there are more galaxies close by.  Just about 30’ away is another group of galaxies 
called Stephan’s quintet, or Hickson 92.  This comprises of NGC 7317, 7318A, 7318B, 
7319 and 7320.  These vary in brightness from mag 12.6v to 13.6v with surface bright-
ness better than NGC 7331.  They are a compact group within 3.5’ of each other so high-
er magnification is required, along with at least 12” of aperture.  Once again I have been 
able to spot four from Seething with my 12” Dob on an observing night. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To find NGC 7331 might be a little tricky if you only have the Sky and Telescope atlas, as 
not many stars are shown on that map.  To assist in your hunt I have included a map on 
the following page, with more stars to help you locate it.  The section of map is courtesy 
of MICHAEL VLASOV - WWW.DEEPSKYWATCH.COM.  I recommend you get a 
set of charts from his site.  They show stars to mag 10 and each square is 5  
degrees of sky. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Hickson 92.   
Drawing by Dale Holt. 
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Clues across: 
4. Teen pun about planet. (7) 
8. Moon starers study the universe (11) 

11. Alien backs up midst sounds of disapproval. 
(6) 

14. Asteroid discovered in very nice rose garden. 

(4)  
15. Alternative concerning 1st and last railway - a 

model system. (6) 
18 (& 33 across) On red planet toper has means 

to imbibe and chance to do so. (6,3,11) 
20. (See 40 across) 

23. Greek letter sounds fresh. (2) 

24. Another letter, eleven, though not in Ancient 
Greece. (2) 

25. Put gold before Latvian city to get driver. (6) 
26. Hear Pegasus complain? (3) 

28. Tap used to provide water also reveals con-

stellation. (4) 
 

 

32. Ethnic robe returns to artificial satellite. (4) 

29. Astronomy society looks as if it’s based in 
Bath, Cheltenham or Tonbridge Wells. (1,1,1) 

33. (See 18 across) 
37. (& 31 down) According to Fred Utah, for ex-

ample, is not rocking. (6,5) 

38. There’s scope for this type shortly. (1,1,1) 
40. (& 20 across) Centre of communism on plan-

et? (3,4) 
41. Ten short thank you letter in Greek. (4) 

42. Muddled lion heap isn’t close to Sun. (8) 
45. Hesitation going back to Greek letter. (2) 

46. Lithium bust support in zodiac. (5) 

47. One ring satellite in Solar System. (2) 
48. Rodents return to heavenly body. (4) 

 
Clues down: 
1. Listen to forecast or find star here. (6) 

2. Lone effort loses nothing to find familiar star 
(3) 

3. There’s nothing to this one. (4) 

STARS AND THEIR Xs:  SPADGER’S CRYPTIC COSMIC CROSSWORD 

Find more of Paul’s hints on how to find celestial wonders on the NAS Forum Observing Section. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Though not a direct route this path follows the brightest stars and should be man-
ageable with a low power eyepiece or finderscope. 
 
Don’t forget that members regularly meet at Seething to observe when the sky is 
clear.  There are several members who have keys to open up during the week or 
weekends.  Keep an eye on the forum under the ‘Observing at Seething’ section, or 
better still set up the notification on that sub forum and you will get an email to let 
you know when we’re opening up. 
 
I’m always happy to show new members or old the wonders of the night sky, so 
feel free to come along, even if you don’t have a scope.  For training on club equip-
ment ask a member of the committee or check the forum. 
 
Happy hunting.  
 
Paul Webb 
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THE DEADLINE FOR COPY FOR THE NEXT ISSUE OF CYGNUS IS  
20th November2015 

 
This is the very latest date by which articles should reach the editor.  

Sooner than that would be much appreciated and would make poor old Spadge really happy! 

Chairman: 

           Andy Gardiner 

           chairman@norwichastro.org.uk  

Secretary: 

                  Dave Cook 

                 groupvisit@norwichastro.org.uk 

Treasurer:  

       Yet Wha Lam 

                  treasurer@norwichastro.org.uk 

 

Membership Secretary: 

                   Tracy Money 
                  membership@norwichastro.org.uk 

 
Committee: 
                   Keith Colman 
                  keithhobbit10@yahoo.co.uk 

 

                   

                David Provan 
                 davidprovan@ntlworld.com 

 
                 Mark Turner 

                  marqueturner2000@yahoo.co.uk 
 

                Yet Wha Lam 
                yetwha@yahoo.co.uk 

 
                Tom Latham 

                tci1963@hotmail.com 
 

                Chris Grimmer 
                chrisgrimmer@googlemail.com 

 
                 Paul Woolley 

                 paul@swampy.me,uk 
 

 

Cygnus Editor: 
 
                  Graham Sparrow 
                 sparrows4863@gmail.com 

SOCIETY CONTACTS 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Heinrich Hollis 
Elinor Harris 
Ross Stephen 

Angela Reynolds 
Len Adam 
Michael Hall 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Mike Laurence 

Susie Rosser-Davies & family 
Delphy Tuson & family 

David Whitehead 
Brian Bennet 

Roger and Jane Clark 

NEW MEMBERS 

Norwich Astronomical Society extends a 
warm welcome  

to the following new members:  

and welcomes back: 
 

Rebecca Palmer 
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BONUS PAGES 

The Veil Nebula, imaged by Chris Grimmer. 

Shaun Reynolds set aside his cake long enough to make this  
splendid image of the Tulip Nebula. 
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Image of IC 5067 by Paul Fearn. 

 
Lunar craters 
Maurolycus, 
Barocius and 
Breislak. 

 
An oil painting by  
the editor, based 
on sketches made 
at the eyepiece. 


